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Exercise 4.1 – Beam comparison to NLSTAT 

This exercise starts with a 3d-meshed model with properties, material, boundaries, and loads 
applied.  In the course of this exercise, contact pairs, sliding contact properties, and load steps 
will be set up to create a nonlinear static analysis. 

Problem setup 

Model Information 

This model contains four beams, each of which will be set up with a different coordinate 
system and analysis setup. 

Problem Setup 

You should copy these files: 2Dbeams_start.fem
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Step 1: Import the model 2Dbeams_start.fem into HyperMesh Desktop. 

The loaded HyperMesh model showing the four beams in iso view numbered 1-4 from foreground to background 

The constraints are set up on each model and there are two load collectors created for 
loads: one for the linear static loads and one containing the loads for the three nonlinear 
beams, which will run together as one loadstep. 

Step 2: Setup the first beam with linear geometry and non-follower force 

1. Create a NLPARM load collector named NLPARM with default properties – note that this card 

does not have to be edited after creation. 

By default, all RADIOSS models are linear with non-following forces.  Since the loads are 
already applied, all that remains to be done is set up the load step. 

2. On the Analysis page, use the loadsteps panel to create a loadstep named linstatic of 

Type non-linear quasi-static with SPC set to the SPC load collector, LOAD set to 

the load_linear load collector, and NLPARM set to the NLPARM load collector.  Exit the 

panel. 

Although this loadstep is a non-linear quasi-static type, there is no nonlinear information 
provided for this analysis, so it will be equivalent to a linear static run. 

Step 3: Setup the second beam with nonlinear geometry and non-follower force 

1. To create a non-follower coordinate system on the center node at the end of the second 
beam, enter the systems panel on the Analysis page. 

Beam #1 

Beam #2 

Beam #3 

Beam #4 
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2. Use the create by axis direction subpanel and select the center node at the end of the 
second beam for the nodes selection.  Select the same node for the origin selection.  Use 
one of the other end nodes for the x-axis, and for xy plane select a node down the midpoint 
of the beam.  Click create to create the system, and click return to leave the panel. 

The second beam, showing the nodes selected for origin, x-axis, and xy plane and the created system 

3. On the Analysis page, use the loadsteps panel to create a loadstep named linstatic of 

Type non-linear quasi-static with SPC set to the SPC load collector, LOAD set to 

the load_linear load collector, and NLPARM set to the NLPARM load collector.  Exit the 

panel. 

Although this loadstep is a non-linear quasi-static type, there is no nonlinear information 
provided for this analysis, so it will be equivalent to a linear static run. 

Step 4: Setup the third beam with nonlinear geometry and follower force 

1. To create a follower coordinate system on the center node at the end of the third beam, 
enter the systems panel on the Analysis page. 

2. This time, use the create by node reference subpanel.  Select the center node at the end 
of the third beam for the origin node selection.  Use one of the other end nodes for the x-
axis, and for xy plane select the next node down the midpoint of the beam as shown in the 
example for the second beam.  Click create to create the system. 

This creates a CORD3R system which whose orientation is determined by the position or 
displacement of the nodes which are used to form its axes. 

3. To assign the loads on the end of the beam to follow the coordinate system, use the assign
subpanel.  Change the drop-down selector to loads, select the loads on the end of the third 
beam.  With the system selector enabled, select the system created in the last step, and 
click set reference to associate the loads to the system.  Click return to exit the panel. 

4. On the Analysis page, use the loadsteps panel to create a loadstep named nlgeom of 

Type geometric nonlinear with SPC set to the SPC load collector, LOAD set to the 

load_nonlinear load collector, and NLPARM set to the NLPARM load collector.  Exit the 

panel.  
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This will set the loadstep up for all of the nonlinear runs, since we do not need to make any 
changes to the setup for the other beams.  By default, RADIOSS uses non-follower forces 

and the geometric non-linear type setting will enable ANALYSIS NLGEOM for these 

three beams. 

Step 5: Run the model as 2Dbeams_comparison.fem

Step 6: Post-process the analysis, subcase by subcase, noting the effects of each 
beam 

Please note that the subcases for linear and nonlinear runs must be animated/viewed 
separately.  What is the difference between the linear static run (beam 1) and the non-linear 
geometric run with non-follower forces (beam 2)?  What is the difference between a NLGEOM 
run with non-follower forces and one with follower forces? 

  


